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Ethanol and water are in the ratio 3:8 in an alcoholic solution. If the solution

have 15 liters of ethanol, what is the total quantity of the alcoholic solution?

5)

1) A number is divided in the ratio 6 : 2. If the second part is 32, !nd the number.

2) A number is divided in the ratio 9 : 4. If the !rst part is 36, !nd the number.

3) A number is divided in the ratio 5 : 8. If the second part is 40, !nd the number.

4) A number is divided in the ratio 4 : 7. If the !rst part is 40, !nd the number.
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4)

128

52

65

110

55 L

A number is divided in the ratio 4 : 7. If the !rst part is 40, !nd the number.

Answer Key
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